Feature selection is very crucial for improving classification performance, especially in the case of high-dimensional data classification.Different classification algorithms tend to select different optimal feature subsets. Based on detailed analysis of the characteristics of Multiple Criteria Linear Programming (MCLP) classification algorithm, a feature selection criterion is presented and an embedded backward feature selection procedure is designed for MCLP in this paper. Experiments on four datasets (artificial and real-world) are carried out, and the effectiveness of the presented method is assessed. Results show that it achieves good performance as expected.
Introduction
In the domain of classification, feature or variable selection (hereinafter referred to as FS) is very crucial for improving classification performance, especially in the case of high-dimensional data classification. By eliminating irrelative and redundant features, FS is conducive to improve learning speed, predictive accuracy and simplicity and comprehensibility of learned results [1, 2] . Although many feature selection methods have been presented, none of them can be suitable for all classification algorithms. Theoretical and experimental researches show that, different classification algorithms tend to select different optimal feature subsets. So, for a specific classification algorithm, we need to analyze its characteristics and find the corresponding FS methods for it. This paper intends to design an effective FS method for Multiple Criteria Linear Programming (MCLP) classification algorithm. It is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some widely used FS methods. Section 3 describes the principle, model and properties of MCLP. In section 4, an embedded backward FS method for MCLP is proposed. In section 5, the effectiveness of this method is verified on four datasets. Finally, the availability of it is analyzed and concluded.
Feature selection
FS techniques are generally divided into three categories, depending on whether and how they combine the FS process with the learning algorithm: filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods [3] [4] [5] .
When a FS method is used as a data preprocessing technique, it is often separated from the specific learning task or algorithm, and it is usually called a filter method. In a filter method, the goodness of a feature/feature subset is dependent on some general measure, such as distance measure, information measure, dependence measure, consistency measure or accuracy measures [4] . With this filter method, all features are ranked according to one or some of above measures, and only the highest ranking features are selected. The result of FS also relies on general characteristics of training data, but it does not involve any learning algorithm. A filter method also provides a very easy way to calculate and can simply scale to large-scale datasets since it only has a short computing time. However, the selected features may be not useful for a specific classification algorithm.
A wrapper method embeds a feature selection process within a classification algorithm. In a wrapper method, a search is conducted in the feature space, evaluating the goodness of each found feature subset by the estimation of the accuracy of the specific classifier to be used, training the classifier only with the found features. Because a wrapper method incorporates the interaction between feature selection and classification model, it is claimed that a wrapper method can get better predictive accuracy estimate than a filter method [2] . However, its computational cost is higher than a filter method and often it has a higher risk of over-fitting.
Compared with filter and wrapper, in an embedded method, the feature search process is embedded into the classification algorithm, and the learning process and the feature selection process can t be separated. Similar to a wrapper method, an embedded method includes the interaction with the classifier, while at the same time, it can save computation cost largely than a wrapper method.
MCLP classification algorithm
MCLP classification model was proposed by Shi [6, 7] based on optimization theory. A two-class MCLP classification model can be depicted as follows:
Here we have a training set T which includes n cases, r input features and a two-class target (output) feature labeled by Where A i is given; X and b are unrestricted; and i , i . Since there exists conflict between the above two objectives, a compromise solution approach is introduced to balance them [6] , and thus, this multi-objective linear programming model M 1 can be transformed into a single-objective model.
-i i be i i be > 0). Then four kinds of regret are defined to measure the difference between actual values and ideal values of the above two objectives. Detailedly, If -i i > , the regret is defined as d
. Thus, the following three formulae always hold: (i)
+ e also always hold: Where A i , *, and * are given, X and b are unrestricted, and
In practice, * can be given as 0.00001, * as 99999, and b as 1. In the MCLP classification model, the idea of linear programming is applied to determine a hyperplane for separating classes. The objective reflects its controlling on classification error, and classification discriminant criteria are included in the constraints. If X is solved, a labelled or unlabeled case A i can be classified by the value of A i X: A i is A i X<b; A i A i X>b. Compared with other classification algorithms, MCLP is simple and direct, free of any assumptions, flexible in defining and modifying parameters, and high on classification accuracy. It has been widely used in business fields, such as credit card analysis, fraud detection, and so on.
An embedded backward feature selection method for MCLP
Supposing the best coefficient vector of all features X = (x 1 , . . . , x r ) T has been obtained by implementing MCLP on the training set T. Applying the solution X on T, the corresponding optimal classification accuracy can be estimated. Now dimension reduction will be investigated in the premise of keeping the present optimal result.
From the model M 2 , It can be seen that, the effect mechanism of a feature F j on classification result is that, it directly affects the constraints (3) and (4), and then affects the constraints (1) and (2), and finally the objective Z. For a case A i, the effect of F j on Z is A ij X j . In the constraints (3) and (4), the effects of F j on them can be can be demonstrated in the Table 2 and the formulae (5) and (6). For the feature F j , if it meets with formula (7) or condition (8), it also meets with formula (9).
Class
Ai is misclassified.
Ai is correctly classified.
Fj is removed.
Fj is not removed ( Xj X)
Fj is removed. This means that removing F j does not change the constraints (1) and (2) and thus the objective Z. According to this idea, feature F j meeting with (7) or (8) can be eliminated on the next round of training. In practice there are few features which can exactly meet with (7) or (8). So only features approximately according with (7) or (8) can be found. It is hoped that formulae (10) and (11) are all as little as possible.
Here formula (10) indicates the effect of F j on , and formula (11) on . Considering the inconsistency between (10) and (11) in ranking features, they can be synthesized into one item. Because of the same importance between i i and i i in objective Z (10) and (11) should be the same important. Then, the feature elimination/selection criterion is designed as formula (12).
According to the training results of the last fe values can be removed in the next training round. From the former item of formula (12 j reflects the separability of feature F j on the two object classes. If the former item of formula (12) is large, it means F j is an important feature for classification.
Compared with some other FS j reflects the effect of feature F j on separating of the two object classes by considering misclassified cases and correctly classified cases respectively. X j measures the sensitivity of the output with respect to F j . If |X j | is small, then removing F j does not produce large effect on the output. From the angle of feature selection process, this method is a backward FS method. According to feature search strategy, it applies a heuristic search strategy. Because the FS procedure is embedded into the classification process, it can be viewed as an embedded FS method.
Experimental arrangement and analysis

Data for analysis
Here four datasets are used to appraise the effect of the proposed FS method. The characteristics of them are described in the Table 3. In the dataset A, the first three features, F 1 , F 2 and F 3 , are purposely designed and all cases distributed in the space of the first three features as shown in the 
Feature selection procedure for MCLP
Considering computing cost, the two large datasets--the Credit Card and the Email User, are randomly divided into training sets and test sets respectively. In the Credit Card dataset, 800(400+400) cases are used as training datum and the rest as test datum. In the Email User dataset, 2000(1000+1000) cases are used as training datum and the rest as test datum. FS procedures are implemented on the training sets and the final model evaluations are executed on the tests. Because of the randomness in partitioning of dataset into training set and test set, five rounds of partitioning are implemented on the Credit Card and the Email User respectively. The detailed operation is presented in Figure 2 by taking the example of the Credit Card dataset. _______________________________________________________________________________________ For l=1 to 5 Step1. Partition the Credit Card into training set TR l and test set Te l randomly. the whole accuracy on TR lp . If they begin to degrade obviously, end the loop of p, go to step 10. Otherwise, go to step 8.
Step8. Remove the feature F* with the smallest
Step 9.TR lP =TR lp -F* p=p+1 end of p.
Step10. Supposing the loop of p is ended in the s l th interation, then k l (=66-s l ) features are left in TR L finally, and ranking weight for each of the k l features is computed as formula (13) 4 and TE 5 , five partitions of test accuracy are computed and their average is used as the accuracy estimation of FS .It can be noted that, there exits very weak correlations among input features in the Credit Card dataset, so several features with sma taneously removed in step 8. As for the Email User, only 15 features are selected finally from it.
For the two small datasets, A and Sonar, FS procedures are directly executed on them and the effects of feature selection are also measured on them. Because of the strong correlation among features, eliminating a feature will bring remarkable change of ranking of other features. So in each step of feature selection, only one
Experimental results and analysis
According to experimental results on the four datasets, three aspects of important conclusions for MCLP are abstracted.
Firstly, MCLP has some similar characteristics to some other classification algorithms with respect to FS. When two input features are highly correlative, one of them is judged as redundant and is eliminated. In the artificial dataset A, F 4 is perfectly correlated with F 1 . So F 4 is eliminated at the first interaction of training. Similarly, F 2 is highly correlated with F 3 , and F 5 is the linear combination of F 2 and F 3 . Then one of the three features, F 2 , is redundant and is removed in the first interaction, too. Features with prominent difference (especially, mean) between two different classes are thought as important features for classification. If there exist correlations among features at some degree, removing one feature will bring change of ranking of other features. Under this circumstance, features only can be eliminated one by one while removing features in bulk at one step is unreasonable.
However different to general conclusions, some random generated features with almost equal means between different classes are still selected into the final feature subset. For example, in the artificial dataset A, F 6 -F 20 are all random generated features with almost equal means between two different classes, but some of them are still left in the training set in the end.
Finally the FS criterion in the end is significantly smaller than that of the original feature set. Modeling on the smaller feature subset, computational efficiency is improved while classification accuracy does not obviously degrade. The experimental results on the four datasets are shown in the Table 4 . Table 4 . The experimental results on the four datasets
Conclusions
In this paper, an embedded backward FS method is specially designed for MCLP classification algorithm. Similar to some filter methods, the j reflects the importance of feature F j on classifying the two object classes by considering misclassified cases and correctly classified cases respectively. At the same time, j includes the coefficient X j of F j which represents the sensitivity of the output with respect to F j . Experiments on one artificial dataset and three real-world datasets have been carried out. Results show that it achieves good performance and it is effective for MCLP. However, comparison of it with other popular feature selection criteria is not implemented and its advantage or disadvantage is not investigated in this paper. 
